"Dr. Angell has lately said that the History of Iowa is the History of her State. The greatness of the State has come through the growth of the Men Iowa has Trained."

~President David Starr Jordan in Charter Day Address at Berkeley.

THE NEW HAWKEYES GO ON SALE THIS MORNING

That Happy Smile Seen This Morning Means a Reader of the Annual

Notice that pleased smile that you will see when you walk up the street this morning. No, those men and women have not posed up all their examinations with an "A" grade. There are too many of them to have that privilege.

Yes, they have seen the new 1914 Hawkeye that has been put on sale this morning and they are laughing at the jokes. Everybody reads the jokes first. You will be disappointed if your name is not in there even though you do not like to admit it. And if your name isn't there you will know that you were one of the few that did nothing funny during the whole year.

Your friends will be in the new book. It is the best. An Impartial critic finds a pleasing change in tors. The college editors were not the worst in the city yesterday. He was the mixer together with all the pre-bureau of the Annual. He has come through the racks outside the building.

Each Bout and Wrestling Match Will Be Also Staged--Schulte and Hannah Have Been Chosen as Pro-Eaters.

Hannah and Schulte will be the chief entertainers in the big championship contest at the university center at the anniversary Saturday night. The announcement was made yesterday along with other plans of the Great- er University committee.

The alumni are represented with the names of the wrestlers been printed right across the face of in the new publication. Every branch of the university to the high school students in other words the moving picture of comedy, one never got in a moving picture of comedy, one never got in the university in the movies. The films were brought back in time so that all the students who are an opportunity to see themselves.

Over two thousand feet of film, three reels, will be shown, all of which is reserved to Iowa City and the state university. The university real estate department with all the students would be gratified. In the racks outside the building.

Music will be a big feature of the entire Saturday night. The university quartet has been engaged for the occasion, while several solos of campus note will be on hand to render some popular selections. Then in addition to all of those who will attend will participate in a general fest when the individual annual number is read.

Then, a wrestling match and boxing bout has been arranged. Giant, of basketball fame, is in on one of the bouts--the other he has not yet been announced. Neither have the names of the wrestlers been learned. These details, however, will all be strung by Saturday.

Speaking will be another big feature. Mr. G. S. Chase is in this part of the program, together with Prof. A. G. Smith and other members of the faculty and student body.

Fraternities have been especially urged to send their delegations to the mixer together with all the pre- commencement visitors who may have been invited by them in their guests.

Everything points to the mixer's success.

EDNA NOTICE.

Eilda, will meet Saturday evening at 7:45 for election of officers and other business. Close Hall.

MOVIES COME BACK FOR YOU TO SEE

If You Smiled at the Camera Monday You Will Smile Back at Yourself

Of course you know that somebody else has seen some part of the gift to see us ourselves as there soon will. Well, that person never got in a moving picture frame and then looked at the reel after it was finished. There is where the university students, if he has such a desire, give each other gratification.

In other words the moving pictures that were taken at the university center are going to be shown at Englemont's' coming afternoon and continuing until Saturday evening. Through the efforts of the students in that high school, they will all be shown in the university in the movies. The films were brought back in time so that all the students who will be a big feature of the entire Saturday night. The university quartet has been engaged for the occasion, while several solos of campus note will be on hand to render some popular selections. Then in addition to all of those who will attend will participate in a general fest when the individual annual number is read.

Music will be a big feature of the entire Saturday night. The university quartet has been engaged for the occasion, while several solos of campus note will be on hand to render some popular selections. Then in addition to all of those who will attend will participate in a general fest when the individual annual number is read.

Music will be a big feature of the entire Saturday night. The university quartet has been engaged for the occasion, while several solos of campus note will be on hand to render some popular selections. Then in addition to all of those who will attend will participate in a general fest when the individual annual number is read.
The Alumni of the University of Iowa moved to the rescue of their homeland. This fact above all shows the spirit befits in Engineers. It would go as the representative of the university's purpose is to raise the standard set in the past. That is strikingly different from Hawkeye is a creditable production, representative of the University of Iowa City. Admission 15 cents; children 10 cents.
SAY! ARE YOU A SPORT?

If You Are

Then take a little "hike" out to the Speedway TODAY, MAY 30, to

THE MOTOR RACES

Events start sharp at 2 o'clock and include a whole afternoon of real sport. None of your namby-pamby dope for us.

"Perhaps the girl would like to go to"

Adults 35c  
Admission  
Kids 15c

---

**Varsity Dance**

Saturday, May 31

**COMPANY "J"**

**ARMORY**

**Mahanna & Ogle**

Four Piece Orchestra

---

**"HELIXM"**

This is the universal medium for "Crammers, Co-eds, Cupid-Crazed Creatures and Cads."

Will it cure you? The answer is found in the 1914 Hawkeye which is ready for you today at 11 o'clock in your name in it? It certainly is. If you have not written a testimonial for "Helixm" you have omitted some other evidence in the world of humor.

This desk, the only of its kind in the university tried "Helixm." Just read the testimonial in the Hawkeye. One of the most beautiful girls in the University "wore it to 19 per cent of her attractive ness to its habitual use."

Then there is the question and answer department on all matters pertaining to love. It is convinced by a prominent society leader and undoubtedly she has answered the queries which you propose to your suit in your secret thoughts.

The humorous section of the Hawkeye is more than a special feature of the 1914 book. Not only is there a main division filled with all sorts of jokes, quips, jokes, and
curio but there is an unusually com
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The 1914 Hawkeye is the twenty-fourth edition of the University of Iowa's yearbook. It was published in Cedar Rapids in 1913. The yearbook features numerous articles, photographs, and illustrations, including a section on the state in the former event. This section delves into the history and significance of the state, particularly focusing on events from the mid-1800s to the early 20th century.

In the concluding paragraph, the editor expresses gratitude for the support and collaboration of the university community. The yearbook concludes with a list of names and roles of the editors and managers, highlighting their contributions to the publication. The text is interspersed with advertisements and notices, including information on the sale of dental laboratory supplies and a call to action for students interested in the field of medical illustration.